Training to combat chemical and radiation accidents, incidents or attacks is critical for health professionals due to recent events involving these hazards or their use as unconventional weapons, such as the use of the nerve agent novichok in Salisbury, UK. Health professionals need to have appropriate knowledge and skills to effectively respond to future events involving any of these substances, which requires a rapid and coordinated response from different professionals to protect the environment and minimise the number of people exposed and reduce morbidity and mortality. However, despite chemical and radiation incidents becoming increasingly prevalent, literature reviews have shown that there is a lack of teaching of appropriate competences to face future crises in Europe, particularly amongst clinicians and other health professionals that would be part of the initial response. Thus, De Montfort University (DMU, UK) in collaboration with different academics from the University of Alcalá (Spain) and researchers from Public Health England (PHE) with comprehensive experience in environmental decontamination and restoration, have created a short training course for providing undergraduate/postgraduate students with basic skills to respond to chemical incidents, basic skills that are based on the major competences recently identified by the European Commission [1]. This novel training has been tested with students from different backgrounds in various European universities, recording high degrees of acquisition of the various basic competences that we developed to initially respond to chemical events [2]. To develop the practical part of this chemical training, we have incorporated the novel guidance and methodology developed by PHE to successfully tailor a protection and recovery response to any incident involving chemical substances, which is available in the “UK Recovery Handbook for Chemical Incidents” [3] and its web-based tools: “Chemical Recovery Navigation Tool” (CRNT, [4]) and “Chemical Recovery Record Form” (CRRF, [5]). These innovative resources aid the user to select effective protection, decontamination and restoration techniques or strategies from a pool of up-to-date options applicable to different environments according to the physicochemical properties of the chemical(s) involved and the area affected. The CRNT is accompanied by the CRRF, which facilitates collection and analysis of the necessary data to inform decisions, and an e-learning resource named “Chemical Recovery: Background” (CRB, [6]), which could facilitate the learning of environmental decontamination and restoration. We are currently developing a short training course to cover minor radiation incidents; this radiation training will follow the same methods used to develop the chemical training, but with the specific PHE recovery tools to tackle such events, specifically the “UK Recovery Handbooks for Radiation Incidents” [7] and its associated web-based tools “Radiation Recovery Navigation Tool” (Rad RNT, [8]), one for each environment: food production systems, inhabited areas and drinking water supplies. This communication will explore the use of the PHE’s Recovery Navigation Tools as potential resources to facilitate the acquisition of basic knowledge to tailor protection and recovery interventions for minor chemical and radiation incidents to protect the public.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The release of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) substances, and other hazardous material (HazMat) into the environment, either deliberately or involuntarily, are termed CBRN and explosive (CBRNe) or HazMat incidents, respectively. CBRN incidents, although rare, can impact on large groups in a population and affect multiple countries simultaneously, with serious implications for human health and the environment [9,10]. Examples of HazMat/CBRNe incidents are the attack with the highly toxic and environmentally persistent novichok agent in Salisbury (UK) in 2018 [11,12], the use of warfare chemical agents used against Syrian population [13] or the accident in the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant in 2011 in Japan [14].
HazMat/CBRNe incidents require an appropriate and immediate international collaborative response from different experts, health professionals and authorities to protect the public [15], which can represent an enormous challenge for countries without specific tools, resources, trained personnel and infrastructures. Moreover, large events involving these substances can seriously affect and collapse healthcare systems in developed countries, highlighting the need to prepare nations against CBRN threats [16].

Literature reviews have shown that specific training to respond to future crises involving CBRN substances is only offered in a few healthcare programmes, mostly in the United States (US) [17]. There is also very little peer-reviewed literature or guidelines that provide an outline of specific learning objectives and activities to implement and deliver this training to face future crises; particularly amongst clinicians and other health professionals that would be part of an initial response [15]. However, it is imperative that health professionals that will be the first-response workforce, i.e. nurses, doctors, paramedics, biomedical scientists, physician associates, and public health officers, have the necessary skills to effectively respond to HazMat/CBRN threats [17].

2 RECOVERY AND RESTORATION

A multi-faceted process is needed to respond to CBRN incidents to protect human health. The preliminary response during the acute phase is usually coordinated and managed by first responders including police, fire and rescue personnel, medics and paramedics. Local, national or international responses may be needed depending on the scale of the incident [9]. Moreover, appropriate intervention programmes should also consider the decontamination and restoration of the environment(s) affected [18].

2.1 UK Recovery Handbooks

In the UK, Public Health England (PHE), an executive agency of the Department of Health committed to continue to maintain and update guidance and advice for environmental recovery and remediation, has created a series of innovative resources and guidance, named UK Recovery Handbooks, with support from other UK’s Government Departments and Agencies, to facilitate and guide recovery decision-makers through the process of tailoring their recovery strategy. Currently, there are three UK Recovery Handbooks available, for chemical (UKRHCI; [3]), biological (UKRHBI; [19]), and radiation incidents (UKRHRI; [7]), which are freely accessible from the PHE website (Fig1): https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/recovery-remediation-and-environmental-decontamination. The UK Recovery Handbooks have covered a gap in the literature and have been designed to be user-friendly technical guidance documents with innovative decision frameworks for identifying and evaluating effective up-to-date recovery strategies.

![Figure 1. Overview of PHE recovery website. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/recovery-remediation-and-environmental-decontamination](https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/recovery-remediation-and-environmental-decontamination)
The first of its kind was the UK Recovery Handbook for Radiation Incidents (version 1; [20]), which was prompted by an accident at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant, Ukraine in 1986 [21]. This Handbook has been updated on different occasions to incorporate new information and to introduce a stepwise approach to selecting and combining recovery options. The third version of the UKRHRI (published in 2009) was subsequently used as a basis for developing the UKRHC1, which in turn was used for developing the UKRHBI. The three UK Recovery Handbooks incorporate lessons learned from previous incidents and include a robust evidence base for the recovery/management options recommended for three different environments: food production systems, inhabited areas and water environments (only drinking water systems for the UKRHRI) [22].

2.2 PHE Recovery Tools

As a consequence of the UK Recovery Handbooks, and to facilitate and guide recovery decision-makers through the process of tailoring their recovery strategy when responding to any given chemical or radiation incident, PHE has produced two innovative website resources, named Recovery Navigation Tools, for Chemical (CRNT; Fig 2; [4]) and Radiation incidents (Rad RNT; [8]). These RNTs are highly interactive web-based resources, which follow the same methodology and guidance described in their respective UK Recovery Handbooks. They are more efficient during the tailoring of a recovery plan, as they have been built using standard templates within a linked framework that it is easy to follow and is accessible from any web-enabled devices (Fig. 2).

The PHE RNTs include a downloadable recovery record form (RRF), one for each tool, as a means of capturing the underlying rationale for decisions on the selection of options, thereby serving as an audit trail. Additionally, the CRNT is accompanied by an e-learning resource named “Chemical Recovery: Background” (CRB, [6]) that provides information on environmental decontamination and restoration.

![Chemical Recovery Navigation Tool](http://legacyassets.phe.org.uk/tools/CRT_elearning/index.html)

3 METHODS

In order to address the lack of relevant training to respond to these events in European health programmes, a group of academics from De Montfort University (DMU, Leicester, UK) and University of Alcalá (UAH, Spain), have developed a novel practical training to provide students with basic competences to initially respond to chemical incidents [23,24]. This novel training covers the different phases of a response described by Sandström et al. (2014) [25]: 1) incident response preparedness and situation assessment; 2) exposure assessment; 3) acute health effects; 4) long term health effects; and 5) recovery phase. The tailored basic competences are based on the major competences identified by the European Commission in the CBRN Threat Identification and Emergency Response project [1], and have been described previously by our team in Peña-Fernández (2019) [26].
To date, the chemical recovery training is composed of two short courses, which cover most of the basic competences tailored:

- Design a public health programme to prevent exposure of children to Pb in an urban environment (2 hours).
- Environmental decontamination, recovery and restoration of an area impacted by emerging chemical pollutants (2 hours).

Both short courses have been tested with undergraduate and postgraduate students for different programmes at DMU in the UK, and at the Spanish Universities of Alcalá and San Pablo CEU (USP-CEU). We have used qualitative and quantitative methods, included a validated feedback-questionnaire with Likert scale and free-response questions, to measure the effectiveness of the chemical recovery training. Ethical approval was provided by the Research Ethics Committee at De Montfort University (Ref. 1729) and from the Ethics Committee at the USP-CEU (Ref. 143/17/01).

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the training have been analysed and described previously by our group. In general, although further development and testing is required to produce a complete training programme that covers all the competences created. The developed methods and resources could be useful to implement training in these topics in any human health degree, after appropriate adaptation.

Students’ responses regarding the use of the PHE Chemical Recovery Tools, i.e. the CRNT and UKRHCI, to respond to the second short training course developed following successful educational training implemented at the University of Alcalá [23], which have not been published in its all detailed before, are collected in Table 1.

While our results should be considered as preliminary due to the low number of students that voluntarily provided feedback after our training, nevertheless students from both programmes (undergraduate and postgraduate) were able to complete and restore the contaminated scenario provided using the PHE Recovery Tools. Thus, despite the short time available, they were able to identify the contaminated environment and possible sources of exposure. Students also selected applicable protection (e.g. control of entry into food chain; precautionary advice; ban on fishing) and recovery options (e.g. incineration) to remediate the scenario proposed. With respect to their appreciation of the PHE Recovery Tools, their favourite was the CRNT, although undergraduate students found it difficult to understand (Table 1). The use of the different e-learnings resources created by PHE, specifically the CRB and the recovery tools e-learning module [27], could facilitate undergraduate students to become familiar with the PHE recovery tools and acquire some basic environmental knowledge.

Table 1. Overview of students’ responses on the PHE recovery tools and resources used to complete second short training course at USP-CEU (Spain) and DMU (UK).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme, university arena, number of students responded questionnaire &amp; academic year</th>
<th>PHE tools aid my learning about recovery and restoration (%)</th>
<th>CRNT was easy to understand (%)</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Pharmacy USP-CEU (n=14; 2016/17)</td>
<td>100% agreed (85.7% agreed, 14.29% strongly agreed)</td>
<td>42.9% strongly disagree; 57.1% neither agreed nor disagree*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>MSc Advanced Biomedical Science DMU (n=6; 2016/17)</td>
<td>100% agreed</td>
<td>100% agreed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSc Advance Biomedical Science DMU (n=9; 2018/19)</td>
<td>100% agreed (66.7% agreed, 33.3% strongly agreed)</td>
<td>100% agreed (44.4% agreed, 55.6% strongly agreed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Absence of data regarding Likert category indicates no responses for that category and/or all responses for the indicated category. *Data collected from Peña-Fernández (2019) [24].
Although not described in this communication, our group found similar results when delivering CPD training on the PHE Chemical Recovery tools to real first responders including police and environmental officers, who have identified the CRNT as an easy-to-use resource to tailor protection and decontamination responses to chemical incidents. Additionally, similar feedback regarding the tools has been collected from academics that attended a recent workshop on how to use the PHE’s Chemical Recovery Tools to deliver training to respond to chemical incidents in healthcare programmes that our team delivered at the “Advance Higher Education Teaching and Learning conference 2019” [28] in the UK.

4.1 What’s next?

Our innovation teaching group will undertake the following developments to improve the recovery training:

- Creation of video-tutorials on the demonstration of the use of the different PHE Chemical Recovery Tools, the UKRHCI and CRNT, so end-users can familiarise themselves with the practical use of these resources. This development is a response to the feedback provided by DMU postgraduate students this academic course (2018/19), who have pointed out the possibility of developing videos on YouTube that demonstrate the use of these resources.
- Developing a new short training course to cover minor radiation incidents, following the same methods used to develop the chemical recovery training. To develop this training, we will use the specific PHE Radiation Recovery Tools.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The PHE chemical recovery tools are valuable teaching resources. Students from different university arenas and backgrounds were able to select logic recovery options or actions to remediate the different scenarios proposed. Undergraduate and postgraduate students chose the CRNT as their favourite tool over the UKRHCI, which was logical due to the higher level of interactivity and engagement that the RNT offers. The methods and resources used, specifically the different PHE recovery tools, could be useful to implement training to respond to CBRN events in any human health degree as well as to create CPD training to future healthcare professionals that will possibly respond to these events. Additionally, these PHE resources can be used in other countries, after appropriate adaptations, following local needs, area characteristics and legislations.
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